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Lots of churches talk about their confirmation “program.”
Your church will talk about life-giving relationships.
Chosen Together is an innovative approach to catechism instruction, more than a standard
confirmation curriculum, it is a personalized approach to transform your confirmation program into an
inclusive, flexible, and relationship-building experience that will engage confirmands, families, and
your entire congregation in the conversation.
With Chosen Together, everyone is a teacher, everyone is a learner, everyone is valued, and
everyone is chosen in Christ together.
A Personalized Approach
One unique aspect of this product is that bundled with the Chosen Together curriculum is a personal
consultation with the creator and writer of these materials, Rev. Natalie Gessert Hall.
There are two options for this personal consultation:

Full Consultation (2 hours)
• Pastor Natalie contacts congregational representatives to learn about the unique context of
your congregation.
• She uses this information to prepare a set of curriculum materials that are customized to your
congregation.
• An hour-long conversation is scheduled via phone, conference call, or video chat with your
leadership team for an extended conversation about:
 What format is the best fit for your confirmands, their family members, and the
congregation.
 Your context, priorities, needs, preferences, and culture to provide recommendations
on how to most effectively implement the confirmation curriculum within your particular
congregational context.
• This option is best for congregations who are new to cross+generational ministry or have
limited experience with cross+generational faith formation and would find support useful in
implementing this style of church-wide learning in their congregation.
Limited Consultation (1 hour)
• Pastor Natalie contacts congregational representatives to learn about the unique context of
your congregation.
• She uses this information to prepare a set of curriculum materials that are customized to your
congregation.
• This option is best for congregations that have experience with cross+generational faith
formation and are confident about implementing this style of church-wide learning in their
congregation.

